Pyramid Players Announce Plans For Scotch 'N Wry

It was announced late last night that the 1956-1957 production season's first professional production will be "Scotch 'N Wry." A musical comedy, the show is written by Charles Gny, and Louis Vercoutten, and is not completed. The first performance will be for the show's cast and will be held on next Monday and Tuesday, March 12th and 13th, at 8:00 p.m., in the auditorium of Hall. All Providence College students are invited to attend the try-outs if they are interested in principal roles, minor parts, or in the production staff.

Leo Callahan, musical arranger for Scotch 'N Wry, stated that as pre-production vocal voice training is necessary. He said that the students selected in experienced vocalists. Genuine interest is our prime concern. However, all the students are cordially welcome. But there are two strict conditions to all. Therefore, dramatic ability and, above all, interest, are the essential prerequisites.

The musical score, which is composed of twelve tunes and several dance numbers is nearing completion. There is a definite need for female voices, as there are important roles which must be filled by women. It is anticipated by the authors, that the largest number of females ever to try-out for any production at the college will be in attendance. Women from the Retention and Science departments were notified. However, an appointment is necessary.

The setting of "Scotch 'N Wry," as implied by the title, is located in the Scottish Highlands. Scene designer, Richard Rice will create the sets. In the two acts, there are eight scenes and a prologue.

Professional Effects

In order to achieve a professional quality of effects, costuming will be handled by Brooks of New York, who have assumed a great majority of past and current Broadway hits. Special lighting effects will be devised by Melges and Rice, a professional lighting outfit.

Scotch 'N Wry', as stressed by (Continued on Page 7)

Queen Chairman Announce Plans To Select ROTC Queen

The nomination for Queen of this year's Frosh Semi-formal will be held on Friday, March 6, 1956. Perhaps a brief biography of Mr. Budenz, who will serve as "Homecoming King," is in order. Louis Francis Budenz, member of the faculty at Fordham University where he has also taught at Notre Dame University, Seton Hall University, and the summer sessions of the University of Dayton, is an authority on communism and communist tactics, being a leading member of the communist conspiracy until 1945. In his trial of communists conducted since 1945, his services have been utilized by the government to a far greater extent than any other witness. If these trials have been accepted as valid evidence of communism, the basis of communist ideology, as well as in direct testimony concerning the activities of specific communists.

It was in October, 1949, that Budenz startled the country by announcing that he had left the communist party, and this return from the Far East, where he had lectured extensively in Japan, the Philippines, and China, where he was assigned to the 82nd Airborne Division for a period of one year after completion of his paratrooper training at the Airborne School at Fort Benning, Ga.

In February of 1952, Lt. Kelley was sent to Korea with the 3rd Division, then the 24th Division and finally the First Cavalry Division on Japan. The Lieutenant is also married and the father of two fine children, a girl two years old.

Military Science Dept. Adds New Member

Last week, the R.O.T.C. Department added a new member to its staff. First Lieutenant William Kelley was assigned to Providence College upon his return from the Far East, where he spent three years.

Lt. Kelley was born in Rutland, Vermont, and consequently attended the University of Vermont where he received his B.S. in Education. Upon graduation, he immediately entered the Regular Army commission from the R.O.T.C. by virtue of his Distinction in Military Science. He was assigned to the 82nd Airborne Division for a period of one year after completion of his paratrooper training at the Inf. Sch. Ft. Benning, Ga.

In February of 1952, Lt. Kelley was sent to Korea with the 3rd Division, then the 24th Division and finally the First Cavalry Division on Japan. The Lieutenant is also married and the father of two fine children, a girl two years old.

INO MEMORIAM

First Lieutenant William Kelley was a half a boy and a boy 6 nes. Welcome to Providence College, Lieutenant Kel­ ley, and may your stay be an enjoy­ able one.

Dean's List Announced For First Semester

May 5 has been set as the date for the annual Freshman dance, a non-social, semi-formal Providence College function. James Baker, class president, announced yesterday. Several of the dance committee which will be listed in next week's Cowl, he added.

It is believed that the offenders, contrary to popular campus opinion, the Frosh Semi-Formal will be held in aid of local charity. The dance, slated for the hall of the Queen Committee, has announced that many will submit their data's picture.

Frost Semi-Formal To Be Held In May

This is an eye-witness report of the most shocking crime perpetrated on campus, in many a year. Last Thursday evening, at approximately the time students were finally winding down, the scene was most shocking. Two Luggage pans and luggage were hauled away, ready to be hauled away, the campus was completely and shamefully ran­ nacked into a state of utter ruin. Your camera, and press equipment were heaped high, ready to be hauled away, the scene was most shocking.

Cowl Office Ransacked by Malicious Vandal

Clew to Providence College, Providence, R.I., February 29, 1956

10 CENTS A COPY

PROF. LOUIS BUDENZ

Said that no pre­

Cafe 0.0 711

...Continued on Page 3
Doctor Of Truth

In these times of subjectivism and ma-
time pressure, we endeavor to keep a hold of thought ever so slight, as we here at Providence College are to have heard his philosophy and theology and the libra-
play of St Thomas Aquinas. Next week we will be marking the six hundred and eighty-
ness centenary of the death of this illustrious
liam of St Thomas Aquinas. The philosophy of St Thomas Aquinas is considered to be one of the greatest and most profound of all times. It is a timeless
compendium and synthesis of the whole

Nebulous Notions

Students who were unable to obtain seats during the formal presentations will redoubledly receive a letter of acceptance.

In Passing

By Dave Pepin

The school spirit has grown in recent years and sits of what it is now and is proud to be able to point the finger and say that it is a success.

School Spirit

The student body of the college deserves

Not only the for their years abroad. The team and Coach Moloney certainly deserve all the support that we can
give them. The only disappointing note came during the Holy Cross game when paper cones were blown down on the floor to congratulate the coach

"Scotch 'N' Wry"

In a very short time the Pyramid Players will issue a call for try-outs for their annual musical. The musical, "Scotch 'N' Wry," is their major production of the year and to put the show over the help of a great many stu-
dents is required. As you probably know, the characters acting in a play are not the only
necessaries to make a show a success. It is the old tried and true teamwork that makes anything a success.

Frequent performances in a large cast con-
sisting of musicians, stage hands, actors, singers, dancers, chiropractors, etc., is needed.

The Pyramid Players do not want to

rule out the possibility of exceptions to rules, Pethis was allowed to officiate.

The music company being performed by the Pyramid Players this May is under the produc-

tion of a disinterested passer-by to quell the squabble. After he had accomplished this deed, he remarked that the only thing restricting P.C. from the granting of the four was the inactivity in the undergraduate association.

The game was ended and with it a torrid argu-

Good night, Nancy, wherever you are.

(Continued on Page 7)
IS POSTHUMOUSLY AWARDED THIS CITATION ON THE OCCASION OF THE FORD FOUNDATION FOR OUTSTANDING FURTHERANCE OF AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION.

ON BEHALF OF THE EDITORS OF WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA.

I am pleased to inform you that the Ford Foundation gifts program is expected for the convention. Alpha Epsilon Delta was founded in 1910 at the University of Alabama and has a membership of over 12,000 in 66 active chapters throughout the United States. It is an affiliated society of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and a member of the Association of College Honor Societies.

Dean's List...

(List continued from Page 1)


FRESHMEN


Chemistry—Augustine Capuano, Nicholas B. Ferrara, Lionel A. Poltke, Paul J. Sears.


Certificates will not be available until names are posted on official bulletin board.

Judge Quinn To Speak To Pre-Law Students

The St. Thomas More Club of Providence College, will hold its next meeting in the Guild Room at Alumnae Hall. The Rev. Father Rohan, moderator of the organization, is scheduled to introduce Mr. Robert G. Quinn, Chief Justice of the Military Court of Appeals, who will be the main speaker for the evening. The former Governor of Rhode Island will speak about Military Law. The meeting will be on Tuesday, March 13, at 8 p.m. All student R.O.T.C. officers are cordially invited.
Brown had to come from behind, but they did it and went on to splash the Friars by a 7-2 count. Pete Tuttle, little star at star at star, was the key man in this campaign. Tuttle himself, the big fellow played excellent ball throughout the game as he saw action in the bench, and coach Joe Mullaney can be very proud of him.

Capturing perfect performances was possible on both sides. John Ritch has been outstanding in this season, so the Friars have never been ashamed of it. The Friars were up for it. They scored first, they went ahead, and coach Joe Mullaney can be very proud of them.

Basketball is very exciting on both sides. John Ritch deserves most of the credit for this. Tuttle is the big fellow who played positive ball throughout the game as he saw action in the bench, and coach Joe Mullaney can be very proud of him.

During these proceedings, Bobby Reall got a cut over his eye and only one more goal was scored by the Bravada for the remainder of the second period.

Brown played his usual hard game. He is a ballplayer's ballplayer. As John Ritch has been playing terrific ball, he is a ballplayer's ballplayer. As he made the small players work harder to keep pace, they made the large players work harder to keep pace. They have had to adjust their game to fit the needs of the situation.

With reference to the Springfield contest, one asks himself what's the story in reference to the Springfield? It seems to be expected of Mike to hit for double figures now. The sure handed junior is the squad's leading scorer with 321 points. As Eddie Demps has been the key man in this season, so the Friars have never been ashamed of it. Eddie is a team man all the way; he is a ballplayer's ballplayer.

As you look over the team you cannot say anyone boy in particular has stood out. The result has been a team victory all the way. The Friars were up for it. They scored first, they went ahead, and coach Joe Mullaney can be very proud of them.

Brown and Had to Come From Behind

P. C. To Close Season Against Brown, Trinity

Coach Joe Mullaney's fighting Friars round third and head home high as they tangle with their arch rival Brown at Marvel Gym to win with tried and true but safe tactics and victory night in the home finale against Trinity.

The Trinity team started their sea

Dorm League At Standstill

During these proceedings, Bobby Reall got a cut over his eye and high scoring Ed Monahan suffered a shoulder separation. Bobby Reall was in action but Ed Monahan wasn't so fortunate as he sat out the remainder of the game. John Ritch took over Ed's position at the wing spot.

At the opening of the second period, both squads had two men in the penalty box. In the final two minutes, the Friars could get back on the ice, Pete Tuttle tallied twice and the period wasn't one minute old. At the end of the second period, the uppers were 4-3 and Mr. Tuttle obliged on a pass from Russ Kingman. At this point Ed Bormann came in to relieve Phil Crawford in the nets. The Black and White seemed to skate better now and only one more goal was scored by the Bravada for the remainder of the second period.

Dorm League at Standstill

Because of the holiday and number

Brown Stops Varsity Six
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By Ed Lombardi

If somebody I am lucky enough to have a son to say to me: "Dad, tell me a story." I'll probably start in this fashion: "Once upon a time, there was a fellow called Gordon Holmes." He's probably saying, "Tell me what Crockett?" I'll promptly answer, "Well, he could shoot just as good as Davy." That's the truth of the ball. We all know what I am talking about and there is a chance that many people over this broad nation of ours were asking, "Who's Di Holmes?" He was the head man of the College. What's a Friar? I thought it proper to answer these queries.

First of all, Gordon Holmes is the author of the "swish" heard 'round the campus. There is a chance that many people over this broad nation of ours were asking, "Who's Di Holmes?" He was the head man of the College. What's a Friar? I thought it proper to answer these queries.

Secondly, Providence College is the name of the college. This Rhode Island. It's the place where such teams as Notre Dame, Boston University, Brown (pardon the expression) all met their Waterloo.

Lastly, a Friar is a basketball player who doesn't know when its time is up, who doesn't know what the odds are, who doesn't care who he is playing against, but just goes out and gives his all in one purpose: to win. A Friar is coached by men like Bob Leonard, George Foley, Gerry Farley, and proved it, by outfighting the Fighting Irish.

Well, he could shoot just as good as Davy. That's the truth of the ball. We all know what I am talking about and there is a chance that many people over this broad nation of ours were asking, "Who's Di Holmes?" He was the head man of the College. What's a Friar? I thought it proper to answer these queries.

This definitely was a team effort. As has been the usual practice in the past, Providence College was two teams, one in the first half and one in the second half. Ed Donahue played brilliantly as attended, by a thundering ovation from the crowd. Ray John Rithch was rebounding in just as atypical fashion. The Friars remember especially but all the others who saw action were truly outstanding.

How about individual performances? There were a few: Notre Dame's Lloyd Aubrey scored his shot, also Bob Devine scored his from the foul line, or how about the Friar's Ray John Rithch? What about P. C.? After all, Providence College was two teams and a loneEach Vettor was a team effort. As has been the usual practice in the past, Providence College was two teams, one in the first half and one in the second half. Ed Donahue played brilliantly as attended, by a thundering ovation from the crowd. Ray John Rithch was rebounding in just as atypical fashion. The Friars remember especially but all the others who saw action were truly outstanding.

That there was a young gentleman named Gordie Holmes, who sank a spectacular fashion These three I !

The spirit which was present during the past weekend, the track team and Providence College for the remainder of the game as the Cantab defenses tightened up.

The middle period saw this Harvard sextet break into the scoring lead for the remainder of the season. . . The freshmen have taken over the scoring lead and "Ammo" platoon, and they need more games are necessary. Mr. Loebis has requested that all challenges be made through him during the remainder of the tournament.

For the past two Saturdays, the riflemen have been busy at work trying to win the New England Rifle championship. The Friars had settled the sting of the Ivy League. Last week, the Friars were able to stand up against a tough team.

Doug Girard turned his best performance of the season with twenty-seven seven Jim Tomney was also in the Friars' lineup with thirty points. Mr. Cleary, the Providence College has provided its gym for these boys by a 77-69 count. It was an easy victory. Never actually pursuing the attack, P.C. players were long enough to "rock it" up the field.

The Friars faced early on the ball in getting that ball when it counted. He also contributed fourteen points of his own. Ed Donahue, Ed Setts Down Providence College's pace slacked.

The boys of late have been turning in very impressive defense. Their defense although not spectacular is far more than adequate. The acquisition of enemy rebounds is something less than tremendous. Outstanding performance was made in the Providence College displayed very good form against Harvard in last weekend's triumph. During their performance, they lost by only fifty-two points in the first half. Mike Pascale, Friar's shooting partner, in the second half and finished with 13. Steady Eddie Donahue concluded the Friar scoring with a brave arm in the key.

The Providence College's pace slacked and the Friars started to pick up momentum. Jack Harrington was doing well with his right hand. That help stumped the Boston team while some of Frank. Williams by name, entered the contest. The average was rather high and back high at our goals. None. It is almost a shame for our fans. Captain Donnie Moran put in an excellent performance with a sharp arm against the Friars. I set a new cage record at Bates with a 21-10 and 21-18 in his victory over the boards in the first half as the Friars continued to play the type of ball that has been responsible for their earlier victories. All through the first half it was a team effort and at the half the Black and White were 15 points to the good.

The second half was an entirely different story as Providence College seemed to slip slightly. Providence College continued to knock the ball out of bounds and the shooting were very shoddy. Because of all the Providence College did to maintain themselves in the first half, Mike Pascale, Friar's scoring partner, in the second half and finished with 13. Steady Eddie Donahue concluded the Friar scoring with a brave arm in the key.

The bases of late have been turning in very impressive defense. Their defense although not spectacular is far more than adequate. The acquisition of enemy rebounds is something less than tremendous. Outstanding performance was made in the Providence College displayed very good form against Harvard in last weekend's triumph. During their performance, they lost by only fifty-two points in the first half. Mike Pascale, Friar's shooting partner, in the second half and finished with 13. Steady Eddie Donahue concluded the Friar scoring with a brave arm in the key.
**Drama's Society To Present Fr. Larmen's 'Angelic Doctor'**

Every young playwright aspires to have at least one of his works performed in a theatre within the cluster of nine streets known as Broadway, but the Rev. Brendan Larnen, O.F.M., is in a select group which can boast of a play he had produced there. Currently Father Larnen is teaching English at Providence College, but above and beyond his duties of professionalism, he performs numerous other functions. He is a member of the committee for the School of Adult Education; a member of the English Department, where he teaches courses in drama, playwriting, and various others; he is moderator of probably two of the busiest clubs on the campus, namely, the Cowl and the Pyramid Players. Exclusive of all of these functions, Father Larnen manages to find time for some independent writing.

Born in the town of Bermore in Sligo County, Ireland, in 1908, Father Larnen came to the United States at the age of eight. He entered the Dominican Order at Trinity College, Sligo, in 1926, and proceeded to Providence College, receiving his B.A. degree in 1934, and his M.A. degree from Catholic University in 1936.

Shortly thereafter he became interested in the Blackfriar Theatre movement, and for several years was a special leader of the '57 production of "The Man Who Came To Dinner," under the supervision of the director, Jim Ryan. '59. The producer of "The Angelic Doctor," Richard McCarthy, president of the Pyramid Players, recently directed the Pyramid Players fall production of "Stalag 17." McCarthy has had experience in all phases of the theater, having worked two and one-half years with the Shubert Organization in New York. He appeared in such shows as "The Time of Their Lives," "Happy Birthday," "Gingham Girl," "News," "The Country Girl," "Philadelphia" and many others.

Larnen took over as head of the Pyramid Players in October of 1955. Within two months after taking over, he had a show successfully staged. That was the first time in ten years that a major production has been staged by the Players in Harkins Hall exclusive of their annual spring production. The pyramid Players have 'will play the part of St. Thomas Aquinas, the young attractive Countess), Her part is that of an...
Pyramid .

(Continued from Page 1)

the authors, is not a musical review, not a minstrel, and not an opera. It is a comedy, having a definite plot structure with climaxes, characterization, and conflict. It follows a positive story, and like Broadway shows such as "Guys and Dolls," "The King and I," and "Kiss Me Kate," contains theatrical devices employed by the legitimate theatre.

Mr. Verchot, one of the authors, emphasized that "Scotch 'N' Wry" is a brand new type of musical comedy, and is positively unlike any other musical presented in the past. He expressed the desire that a great number of the students be present at the testing. March 12th and 13th.

Friar Skiers Spend Day In Vermont

The Providence College Ski Club held its annual Skiing Festival at Washington's Birthday. This year's major event was a day of skiing Thursday in the Green Mountains of Vermont last Wednesday. This year the beautiful Mount Snow ski resort of Vermont won plaudits. While Vermont played second fiddle to New Hampshire last year, the temperature hovered around the zero mark, providing the skiers with excellent conditions and a wonderful day's sport. Although the skiers left with the snow in the ditches, the race was won by the members of the Junior Marist College of Vermont last Wednesday. This year the beautiful Mount Snow ski resort of Vermont won plaudits. While Vermont played second fiddle to New Hampshire last year, the temperature hovered around the zero mark, providing the skiers with excellent conditions and a wonderful day's sport. Although the skiers left with the snow in the ditches, the race was won by the members of the Junior Marist College of Vermont last Wednesday.
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Six Hundred Attend First Marriage Forum


"That is why God has given us the spiritual help of the Sacrament of Matrimony," Father McCormack said. "God loves us, that's why!"

Father McCormack addressed the group of about 500 young people on the theology of the Sacrament of Matrimony and Sacramental grace in this second meeting of the Tenth Annual Marriage Forum. He was introduced by Rev. William R. Clark, O.P., chairman of the Forum who presided at the meeting.

Referring to the Encyclical on Christian Marriage as the "classical source of the Church's teaching on marriage," Father McCormack pointed out the three main truths reaffirmed in that encyclical by Pope Pius XI: (1) marriage was instituted by God Himself, (2) Our Divine Lord elevated marriage to the dignity of a sacrament, and (3) He left its care and administration to the Church.

"These truths must be reaffirmed again and again," Father McCormack said, "because in contemporary society outside of the Catholic Church marriage is looked upon largely as a human institution, something that was evolved by human ingenuity with the growth of man's moral consciousness. And, if it is man-made, it can be dissolved by man. Men and women have forgotten that marriage is God's institution, and the breaking of its laws are a breaking of God's laws!"

Following the lecture questions from the audience were answered by Father McCormack, and the questions ran the usual gamut from dogmatic and moral theology to customs which prevail in marriage ceremonies. One person wanted to know whether Grace Kelly and the Prince of Monaco had been invited to the Forum.

Next Sunday evening the platform will be shared by Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Donnelly, parents of eight, who will discuss practical family problems under the title, "We love each other, that's why."

Junior Class Rings To Be Blessed Fri.

Junior class president Frank Brennam announced today that the blessing of the class rings will be held this Friday, March 3, in the chapel of Aquinas Hall at 8:30 a.m. Father Ambrose Vitie, rector of the junior class will celebrate the Mass, and the Very Reverend Robert J. Anslem Vitie, moderator of the Aquinas Hall, will bless the rings. All members of the junior class are expected to attend the blessing.

It was also announced that bids for the junior prom will go on sale March 13. The sale on the bids will close on April 24. Junior may purchase or put a deposit on bids from Howie Lipsey, Bob Collins or from any other member of the ticket committee. The deposit is $25.00. Students are asked to purchase their bids as soon as possible, because the sale of the bids will definitely be closed on April 24. Total cost of the bids is $11.00.

Barristers Win Over Stonehill

On Tuesday, February 21, a negative team composed of Joe Buckley and Sol Grishovick lost the Providence College Barristers to a smacking 101-96 victory over an affirmative team from Stonehill College. The debate on the national topic; Resolved that the non-agricultural industries of the U.S. should guarantee their employees an Annual Wage, took place in the Guild room in Alumni Hall and was judged by Rev. John V. M. Fitzgerald, O.P.

The Barristers, whose meeting will be held in the future on Wednesday afternoons at 3:30, have announced that special efforts are being made to enable their novice debaters to gain additional valuable debating experience. Tentative plans were also announced wherein the Barristers will take on Holy Cross and Clark University in a doubleheader to be held in Worcester.

Cowl Ransacked...

(Continued from Page 1) immediate search of the grounds and neighboring sections of the area did not disclose the missing items.

Below, John Hanlon, who was notified promptly, made a thorough canvass of the Cowl's equipment, but stated that the only things missing, before the invaders were interrogated, were of minor value.

Charles Curran, Cowl photographer, one of the discoverers of the theft, instinctively snapped one of the expensive junior class rings as the invaders were in the building. The value was taken from the dark-room, and not the window, as previously suspected. The file cabinets, editors' desks, photo morgue, and these films were all completely ransacked. The contents were spilled about the floor in their wild exploration for valuables.

Several suspects have been rounded up and questioned. The campus is now being diligently patrolled in order to prevent further terrifying occurrences.

NEW SUPPLY OF FOREIGN BOOK COVERS JUST RECEIVED THE BOOKSTORE

PACK MORE PLEASURE because its More Perfectly Packed!

Satisfy Yourself with a Milder, Better-Tasting smoke—packed for more pleasure by exclusive Accu-Ray

The more perfectly packed your cigarette, the more pleasure it gives... and Accu-Ray packs Chesterfield for more perfectly.

To the touch... to the taste, an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satisfies the most... burns more evenly, smokes much smoother.

Firm and pleasing to the lips... mild yet deeply satisfying to the taste — Chesterfield alone is pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.
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(Continued from Page 1) her for ten years, and had returned to the Catholic Church. At that time he was managing editor of the "Daily Worker," official daily organ of the communist party, president of the corporation publishing that paper, and a member of the national committee of the communist party.

The first of his books on the question of communism was his biography, "This Is My Story," which gives an account of his experiences and which the critic Harry Hansen of the "New York World Telegram" declared to be "the most damaging evidence of the conspiratorial character of the American communist party ever published." His recent work, "Men Without Faces," published by Harper and Brothers, New York, was pronounced by the noted critic, Max Eastman, to be "one of the latest facets of his work—classes on the techniques of communism for community leaders of whom there are now 2,000 "灞师."